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Abstract: The five republics of Central Asia Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan are confronting practically unsolvable emergency in the Basin of Aral Sea, the prime area of an ecological and human calamity. It is one of the largest anthropogenic environmental and human tragedies in the World. The root of this problem is attributable to a immense spreading of irrigation in the Central Asian Countries, in starting phase of 1950s, which highly compact inflows towards the Sea. This distraction of water for enormous irrigation development was done intentionally by the officials of Soviet Union, indifferent about the outcomes of their activities. After collapse of the Soviet Union, the crisis turned as a global issue, as the Central Asian countries became independent and couldn’t solve the crisis without global assistance. The development of human activity caused the desiccation of Sea and water crisis in the basin. However, the destruction of the Aral Sea and its ecosystems as a result of cotton monoculture constitutes one of the greatest man-made environmental tragedies ever. The Aral Sea is conceded as a crisis is not about water, nutrition, air quality, climate, economy and the health care systems that are pushed into crisis. A large number of international organizations, NGOs and countries with huge funds are also engaged in the region to rescue Aral Sea from the serious environmental crisis. The environmental, economical and social damage has been very vast. For example; wraps get dust from the seabed and store it over a huge populated territory and this residue likely contains pesticide and compound stores that are liable for the genuine development in mortality and other medical issues in this locale. The Aral Sea and now uncovered seabed may likewise be contaminated by overflow previous Soviet army installation and a natural weapons research center. As result, the biological system of the Aral Sea has crumpled, the Aral Sea Basin have been reported by the environment changes. There were several understandings have been marked since the 1980’s on programs considered to address the "Aral Sea Problem", but still agreements have not been compelling to forestalling this crisis, and as result the sea is still shrinking. In fact, many environmentalists have predicted disappearance of the Aral Sea by year 2025. The Aral Sea crisis has not only led to wide scale of environmental degradation, but also medical, social and economic problems. It has also become a human crisis.
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INTRODUCTION

The Aral Sea Basin having prevailing geographic component of the locale as far as water, includes a few pieces of Kazakhstan and Afghanistan, and significant piece of the Kyrgyz Republic, Turkmenistan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan. This Sea Basin possesses 1.51 million square kilometers (km²) of the all out 4,000,000 km² region of these nations. Topographically, the Aral Sea Basin ranges from the vast Turanian plains in the west to the tremendous mountain ranges of the Pamir’s and Tien Shan in the east.
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The northern piece of this current Basin’s atmosphere is mainland, while the southern part is subtropical. The high mountain territories are moist and record for the high volume of overflow in the Amu and Syr Darya streams which run from the mountains through the desert to the Aral Sea. In these zones water assets are principally surface waters which shaped in the Tien Shan and Pamir mountain ranges. The significant waterways of the Aral Sea Basin, the Amu Darya and Syr Darya for the most part feed by dissolve water from ice sheets and broad changeless snow fields (more than 18,000 km$^2$ of ice spread) throughout the spring and late-spring defrost.

Khudaiberganov (2002) mentioned, the Amu Darya Basin covers a wide territory, about 1.33 million km$^2$, and the Amu Darya River is the biggest waterway in Central Asian area. It has a length of 2574 km from the headwaters of the Pyanj River on the Afghan-Tajik outskirts to the Aral Sea. The Syr Darya Basin involves around 484,000 km$^2$ and the waterway broaden about 2,337 km from the Naryn River headwaters in Kyrgyzstan by means of the Ferghana Valley, the Hunger Steppe, the Kyzyl-Kum desert, before at last arriving at the Aral Sea (Khamidov, 2002). Waterways the Amu Darya and the Syr Darya represent around 90% of the locale’s yearly stream and flexibly approximately 75% (territory shreed) of the water to Central Asia’s inundated horticulture. The Amu Darya has a normal yearly progression of 79.3 billion cubic meters (bcm), and the Syr Darya has a progression of 37.2 bcm.

Contribution of Afghanistan is around 10% of the inflow to this Basin, yet it hosts not been a get-together to the ongoing Aral Sea Basin the executives in view of its political precariousness (Micklin, 1985). In any case, this is probably going to change later on as horticultural advancement continues in Afghanistan. Afghanistan’s interest in Amu Darya the board in any case, in the long run its water needs should be considered alongside the other Central Asian states. Already, the interest for water in Central Asia has been commanded by the necessities of farming, these records for more than 90% of all out water use. The downstream nations use around 85% of the Aral Sea Basin waters, while the upstream nations utilize the rest. The vast majority of the nations have expanded their requests for water over the most recent couple of years and there is little probability this circumstance will change at any point in the near future.

Agrarian development and populace development in Central Asian district in the course of the most recent three decades have set an extraordinary injury on water assets of the area. During 1960 the Aral Sea involved a zone of 66,000 km$^2$ and it had volume of 1060 bcm. The populace in the Aral Sea Basin has developed from 13 million to in excess of 40 million individuals since 1960, and water preoccupations have expanded from 60 to 105 bcm, and inundated terrains have ascended from 4.5 million hectares (ha) to a little more than 8,000,000. As outcome of this, the Aral Sea has lost portion of its surface region and 66% of its volume and become an earth tested locale.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The study is descriptive and analytical in nature. It’s based on primary and secondary sources. The essential sources comprise of the different government archives and reports, press proclamations, discussions and addresses. The optional sources incorporate books, articles, magazines, paper reports, web sources, and so forth. The examination depends on materials distributed for the most part in English language and interpretations. The examination is attempted to utilize materials in Russian language.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Causes of Aral Sea crisis

Historically, a pseudo-feudal system developed by the hydraulic societies of Central Asia, complete with water rulers who controlled water in these dry and semi-parceled areas, for the most part concerning the creation of cotton. There was disparately across the board conviction that cotton had been broadly developed in the Amu Darya and Syr Darya waterway valleys of Central Asia some time before the Russians inwards in the locale (Spoor, 1993). Prior a profoundly fruitful yield pivot framework utilized by Uzbeks, which comprised of developing cotton one year, next the hay, crowding animals on the uncultivated fields the third year and afterward rehashing the cycle. By this procedure, they kept up soil fruitfulness levels and proceeded with it until the 1940s (Rumer, 1989).

In search of a raw cotton source, Russia started to colonize and influence of the Russian in the area started around the hour of the U.S. Common War. "During the 1950s, organizers in Moscow, because of Khrushchev’s "Virgin Lands" crusade, extended the farming advancement of Central Asia by 88.6 million hectares based on an idea called "cotton first," which accepted that spend significant time in cotton would make economies of scale" (Wegerich, 2000). Another
culture created while food and modern sources of info were brought from elsewhere in the Soviet Union. Moreover, an auxiliary reliance emerged between the Central Asian republics and the other Soviet Union nations since cotton and other agrarian supplies were offered to different nations in a crude structure, while the republics addressed significant expenses for these completed products and horticultural staples (Spoor, 1998).

Soviet socialization and the obliteration of customary lifestyles for Central Asians actuated a development of huge quantities of individuals to kolkhoz (aggregate ranches) and sovkhozi (state-possessed homesteads). The regular cotton-horse feed domesticated animals revolutions were surrendered for automation, at first it was fruitful. The creation of Cotton rose from about 2.6 million tons during the 1950s to a pinnacle of 5.6 million tons in 1980s (Gleason, 1990). Weight obligation of cotton per hectare in Uzbekistan rose from 1.2 in 1913, which was mirroring the utilization of regular turns, in to 2.0 in 1960 and topped at 2.7 in 1980, and efficiency was more than twofold what it had been 65 years sooner (Spoor, 1993).

Irrigation Schemes - A Failed Case

From the early twentieth century, irrigation demand expanded significantly to diminish the thirst of expanded cotton creation for the Syr Darya and Amu Darya waterways. In correlation of new Soviet channels (for example Karakum trench) and structures, old conventional water system frameworks were uninhibited as the last didn’t use water sparing methods towards improved water system productivity. The negative highlights of these water system channels were unlined, open, and presented to the desert atmosphere of the district and henceforth hard to work. Aral tributaries contain complete 90% of water system at present (Micklin, 2000). It was wasteful water system frameworks in Central Asia that 6 to 10 \( m^3 \) of water are expected to deliver 100 kilograms of crude cotton in contrast with 1.5 \( m^3 \) needed to create a similar sum in Israel (Spoor, 1993).

These said water system issues were perceived and designs were drafted to amend the circumstance in Soviet. To fix and modernize existing water system waterways, as the Israelis have done would be a sensible answer for the issue. Notwithstanding, the Soviet Union intensely depended on beast modern power over nature and henceforth this choice was not practical for Moscow specialists.

By the end of 1980s, extravagant and exorbitant schemes were drafted to divert 60 cubic kilometres per annum from Siberian river basins to Central Asian region (Micklin, 1985). This canal would have transported water 27.2 cubic kilometres per annum while irrigated 2.3 million hectares land and has made a cost of $41 billion nearly (Micklin, 1985). However, this scheme never came to culmination because of the weakening and eventual collapse of the Soviet Union merely 5 years later. Many people believed it was mismanagement in the highly bureaucratic Soviet Ministry of Land Reclamation and Water Resources department which led to the abandoning of the canal project (Gleason, 1991).

Soviet Mismanagement of Water Resources

In 1960s, because of growing population to meet the hunger for cotton & has instigated one of the paramount men made ecological disasters. Further, disastrous Soviet arranging prompted genuine financial, ecological and social outcomes in the Central Asia. The Soviet Union started a huge development of water concentrated money crops in the upstream districts of the Amu Darya and Syr Darya. Organizers of the country underlined farming items rather than completed items which are proper for the atmosphere and quickly extended the creation of such merchandise. As the result of these bombing water system rehearses, the Aral Sea got under 1,000 cubic kilometers of water during recent years which prompted a lower ocean level and a sharp decrease in the volume of ocean water (Engelmann, Pavlakovic, & Pavlaković, 2001). Albeit Soviet researchers comprehended the ecological and monetary implications of such water redirection plans as ahead of schedule as 1927 however momentary creation over long haul reasonable development was emphasized by the Soviet Union (Glantz, 1999). Soviet planning was ill responsible and as consequence advancement pattern of helpless water asset the executives and impractical improvement in Central Asia proceeded.

The monoculture of cotton declined the circumstance and brought about the obliteration of the Central Asian biological system, the Aral Sea, and made water assets unreasonable for ages. The disorganized irrigation system of Soviet Union ultimately caused declining cotton yields and made agricultural land barren. Besides, because of heavy metals used in mining and metalworking industries upstream region, the generated pollutant made damaging effect. The toxic inheritance from two towns in Karakalpakstan, chemical and biological weapons factories in Muniak and Kongrad (which tested their weapons in the Aral Sea) and large industrial sites which emit waste into the Amu Darya River and it continued to pollute the area.
Due to Climate Change

The climatic balance of the region has been disrupted by the destruction of the Aral Sea. Temperature of January month during 1981-88 was 3.0-3.5 degrees Celsius lower in the Aral Sea area than the past normal and for a similar period for July month it was 1-4 degrees Celsius hotter than normal (Glantz, 1999). Further, during the Soviet time frame vegetative season diminished to 170 days, the recurrence of exceptionally sweltering days and dry climate expanded by 15%, and far shy of the 200 ice free days were expected to develop cotton crop (Glantz, 1999; Kriner, 2002). Likewise, field profitability decreased by 50%, the dissipation of surface water expanded particularly and air dampness lessened by 10% based on what was at 50 years prior. The quantity and quality of cotton yields has been affected drastically. Poor Farmers who had less access to modern farming technologies, pest control methods, herbicides, or satisfactory water system framework endured the most and they were the greatest failures in this annihilation since they couldn’t contend financially with wealthier, better talented ranchers, which bothered their penurious state.

Due to Dust Strom

There had been an expansion in the quantity of residue storms in the district which prompted increment in the measure of residue on frigid surfaces and mineralization of precipitation on ice sheets has affected them to soften and icy masses are disappearing at quicker rate. This vanishing of ice sheets is progressively significant as it will prompt a considerably more noteworthy deficiency of water and it would represent a security danger that may destabilize the area as pressures over this constrained asset develop. As each nation misuse its water assets completely to amplify its monetary development along these lines fair administration of this constrained asset will turn out to be increasingly significant. This water emergency could prompt a contention as every republic would attempt to apply its control over different nations for control and ideal use of water.

There is an expansion in dust storms containing poisonous salt buildup. Populaces (in some cases several miles away) downstream and downwind, breathe in these malignant growth causing operators as outcome they endure occurrences of newborn child mortality, typhoid, hepatitis, respiratory diseases and oesophageal tumors, and so forth (Weinthal, 2002). Over the most recent 15 years of the Soviet Union, the typhoid fever occurrence has expanded to a level multiple times more prominent than that of the world normal.

Similarly, incidents of hepatitis grew to 7 times the world average. Most of the increment can be attributed to the destruction of the Aral Sea Basin which resulted in more limited and polluted potable water supplies while some of the increments in these diseases can be accredited to the economic and social turmoil in the period leading up to and during the collapse of the Soviet Union.

Case of Biological Diversity

Basin’s biological diversity damage is irreversible and irreparable. The area holds almost 50% of all the organic types of the previous Soviet Union and a considerable lot of which are currently undermined or wiped out according to the Red List measures of IUCN, Gland. Before 1960, the stream deltas were prime environment for more than 70 sorts of well evolved creatures and 319 kinds of feathered creatures while at present simply 32 sorts of warm blooded creatures and 160 sorts of fowls stays in the Aral Sea Basin. Biological system’s practicality and wellbeing is in peril as a result of the loss of biodiversity and will be almost difficult to redress through future improvement attempts.

The downstream distraught helpless networks were the first to be influenced by the adjustments over the span of Basin. In spite of the fact that they just speak to 9% of populace (all out populace being 44 million is in the district), they spread a region of 400,000 square kilometers and kept on introducing the most unfortunate general wellbeing of individuals in the Central Asian countries (Micklin, 2000). They speak to the fifth setback of this emergency. Further, with the emotional decline in the ocean’s volume and the evaporating of 20 of 24 local types of fish their conventional work has vanished. The nature of diets is currently very oppressed, these networks have restricted access to essential clinical administrations and satisfactory sewage frameworks are extraordinary (Micklin, 2000).

Chemical Pollution

Due to excessive use of water for more than 30 year period for water system of cotton monoculture and the utilization of pesticides, especially organic chlorines, environmental and economic volatility has become clearly visible and it has created serious critical threat to public health as well. A model study was directed by the specialists without Borders in the Republic of Karakalpakstan, indicated the nearness of homogeneous explicit dioxins, furans, natural
chlorine and polychlorinated biphenyls in bosom milk tests and in various distinctive food items like sheep and chicken fat, eggs, cotton and oil. Also, according to WHO norms it is constantly expanding.

So far in the field crop found metabolites of Dichloro Diphenyl Trichloroethane (DDT) and Hexa Chlorocyclo Hexane (HCH) in fixations that additionally surpass wellbeing principles. It was observed by the natural contamination board and the clean epidemiological administrations. Be that as it may, the complexities of observing natural contamination by these mixes are sumptuous. Moreover, the on-going work to create techniques for deciding natural contamination in all medium like air, water, food isn’t yet done. A couple of other contaminated synthetic concoctions entering the food flexibly chain of the individual can be amazingly genuine hazard to human wellbeing.

ARAL SEA CRISIS’S CONSEQUENCE IN CENTRAL ASIA

The retreating of water line has uncovered recently stored salts, pesticides, and harmful substances that are gotten by twirling winds and moved over obscure separations. The arrival of the contaminated waste water to the waterways has debased the employments, wellbeing, and living environments of individuals in the ASB. The Aral kum Desert has become a wellspring of poison loaded residue tempests, and occupants in the region of the Aral Sea have encountered a sensational ascent in respiratory illnesses, hepatitis, and frailty. Before, the Aral Sea controlled or relieved the chilly north breezes from Siberia and decreased the late spring heat. The drying of the immense Aral Sea has subsequently brought about atmosphere changes - drier, shorter summers and more, colder winters.

The falling water level and expanding water saltiness have annihilated the once-prospering fishing industry that upheld the neighborhood populace. A large number of occupants have emigrated, incapable to adapt to the misfortune in employments and expanding destitution. The aggregated yearly misfortunes from the decrease in monetary exercises were assessed at US$115 million, notwithstanding yearly social misfortunes evaluated at US$28.8 million in the course of recent decades. The populace in the ASB presently faces basic difficulties, for example, environmental and financial flimsiness, vulnerabilities identified with on-going environmental change, and debasement of land and water assets, all prompting a declining of job conditions.

Decreasing Water Quality

There have been increased contents of organic substances like benzene, xylems, phenol and also heavy metals like nickel, lead, zinc and mercury in waters of a residual Aral Sea. Likewise, high substance of copper, vanadium, cadmium, chromium and methanol have been found in independent destinations of the Sea. Pesticides, heavy metals and other mineral fertilizers are major pollutants in the environment of disaster zone (Kulmatov & Hojamberdiev, 2010; Mutebi, 2018). Although there have been international assistance yet there is no minimal improvement in the water quality, relieve the natural debasing elements and reasonable business of populace in the unfavorable territory of Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan. The water factor and its contamination are assuming the key job in the diseases of people and children’s death rate has been increased. Under ground water including water wells have been considerably polluted in the disaster zone (Dukhovny, 2007).

Economic Perspective of Effects

As the evil impacts of its harming and impractical arranging started to be show, the Soviet Union’s white brilliant dreams at last turned earthy colored. There was an extreme cost for financial profitability in light of change to a cotton monoculture, incorporated with the obliteration of conventional ways of life and impoverishment of Central Asian populaces. Expanded water system and the extraordinary utilization of pesticides and manure was compounded the issue. These components are answerable for the emergency that Aral Sea Basin faces today. The Aral Sea in central Asia has been distressed because water policies in the former Soviet Union cut off most of the water inflow. It has made to the extinction of 24 species of fish which were earlier found in the Aral Sea.

Climate change and environmental conditions were the deterrengs towards economy of the Focal Asian district and it turned out to be profoundly defenseless down the line and by year 1990s, water logging and salinization made enormous setback in cotton yields (Glantz, 1999). Water quality diminished due to expanded discharge released into waterways from territories of high populace and from upstream enterprises just as mines (Sharma, Pooja, Galhotra, Jain, & Gupta, 2017; Spoor, 1998; Wegerich, 2000). Water got ill suited for human utilization because of the expansion in the commonness of pesticides and herbicides on account of water system spillover into the streams. Indeed, even by Soviet guidelines for utilization of measure of pesticide were not followed. When contrasted with 3 kilograms for each
hectare somewhere else in the Soviet Union some around 202-205 kilograms for every hectare were utilized (Olcott, 2010).

Despite the fact that cotton yield expanded during 1950s and late till 1980s however assortments of sub-par quality expanded as an extent of yield from 14% to 29% (Rumer, 1989). This happened due to soil fatigue, salinization, desertification, and spread of the cotton shrink infection and the trouble of keeping up an immense number of mechanical reapers (Gleason, 1990). Cotton overwhelmed makers were in any case compelled to misrepresent creation to meet State commanded quantities from Moscow and to sell their yield in comparable illicit businesses. They had to do as such so as to buy fundamental customer merchandise and agrarian contributions of which some were important for the creation of cotton (Spoor, 1993).

Budding Conflicts

There could be several factors like outlines of republic limits, constrained water assets, a noteworthy populace increment, and discouraged financial circumstance that may prompt clash inside and among Central Asian states. The new limits of five republics independent of the Sea Basin limits which more than 50% of the water supplies for Uzbekistan and the Kazakhstani originates from unfamiliar sources. This problem is worsened for Turkmenistan where 98% of its water resources are imported. Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan have 90% of all Aral Basin water assets while Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan and Kazakhstani are the major downstream states and they intensely depend for their water needs. In any case, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan just pull back 11.4% of the Basin’s water all in all (Allison & Jonson, 2004).

Downstream extraction and upstream water inputs in spite of the fact that these are differentiating figures however don’t establish a noteworthy purpose behind concern while there are various related issues that might introduce a security danger to the area. For the example inundated land is answerable for delivering 90% of the locale’s yields. Turkmenistan’s work power is 44% of horticulture while it gives 75% of Uzbekistan’s hard cash esteem. Likewise, the Basin water produces half of Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan’s power (Allison & Jonson, 2004). This is the explanation that water fills in as the monetary advertiser for the area and is the essential asset on which its development depends. In the end chiefs in Central Asia will shield and ensure their water rights as interest for its interest is probably going to increments in times to come. This will build the potential for militarization and struggle among significant parts in the area as states will go after control of this essential yet restricted normal asset. The series of events project water as a matter of national security on basis of which entire development is dependent.

Global and ethnic asset based clashes have just started to thrive in the locale. In June 1990, 300 individuals kicked the bucket due to a conflict over access to land and water among Kyrgyzs and Uzbeks in the Osh locale (Spoor, 1998). Most likely these pressures were consistently there and the current financial circumstance is with the end goal that these circumstances are getting more conspicuous. The expanding shortage of land and water combined with high and generally focused populace development could undoubtedly fill in as a trigger to more noteworthy signs of pressures over assets. Further, individuals’ disappointment increments with their powerlessness to accomplish monetary advancement and this may arise because of migration to urban centres is constantly increasing.

Priorities of Two Antagonists: Upstream and Downstream

Based on the priority of irrigated agriculture, previous water management rules try not to adjust to current force age needs of the upstream nations like Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. Endeavors to determine this issue based on interstate vitality trade have been incompletely effective. Notwithstanding, the usage of yearly trade understandings has been convoluted by troubles in haggling opportune yearly understandings. Restored endeavors are expected to create multiyear plans for repayment, to get ready yearly understandings in an ideal way and to incorporate pay for capacity benefits just as stream guideline.

Soviet era rules based present method of water allocation doesn’t consider the developing needs of the current autonomous republics. Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan frequently discovered discontent with it and asserting that the old water assignment rules limit the odds of their advancement of water system on their territories and that they have to rethink their future water designation and hence new water allocation policy to be drawn. While downstream nations grumble that helpless water quality in the center and lower compasses of the Basins is falling farming creation and harming general wellbeing, and that remediation of this issue must be embraced. Over all these developing requests of water in Afghanistan may cause new weight on the arrangement of water designation.
Pricing and Privatization

There is an astonishing shellfish by certain scientists that there is actually no regular water deficiency in Central Asia and that the issue comes from only in light of helpless portion and inadequate administration (Wegerich, 2000). Since the productivity of water use in the area is second rate, a more supportable strategy for compelling administration could rise up out of the foundation of more private activities, which could supplant the arrangement of brought together association passed on from the Soviet period. Another system which is exceptionally underutilization is proper water evaluating strategy. Before Soviet fragmentation, member countries and consumers do not pay for the water cost as per true economics and estimating is by all accounts fundamentally mediocre. This is outcome of the Soviet act of luxurious characteristic assets without giving legitimate idea to the results of such activity. Water consumption will be reduced effectively by pricing and tradable water credits and it will at least change behavioural standards about water utilization at the local just as nearby level (Spoor, 1998).

Shrinkage in Fishing

Once upon a time Aral Sea was the one of their chest fishing zones in the entire world. Be that as it may, as of late the normal yearly catch of significant fish species was only 25-27 thousand tones, collected up to 2 million paces skins, creation of canned fish found the middle value of 18-20 million standard jars. It kept on shrinking and by 1979 shipping was almost stopped while by 1984 sea fishing completely lost its glory. As consequence it was sacrificed my million people. In the nearby region of the Aral Sea there were 38 species of fishes in the basins but at present this number has reduced to only 27 species.

Loss of Biological Diversity

Zone of the characteristic scene of the Aral Sea locale lost its liveliness and appeal of natural value because of excessive degradation. There used to be unique flora and fauna of the famous rich tugai. Within the geographical province of the Karakalpakstan of Republic of Uzbekistan 498 type of vertebrates with 68 mammals, 307 birds, 33 reptiles, 2 amphibians, and 49 fishes are recorded. The biodiversity of spineless creatures is evaluated over 3500 species. At current, in the vicinity of the Aral Sea region the gene pool of fauna and flora has reduced to the half of its original value. Because of worsening in the ecological conditions in the regions fauna like Argali, Striped Hyena, Cheetah and Koulan have been lost while very complex situation has occurred in the population of Antelope and Saiga. At present, its population has reduced hugely and they fall under critically endangered list of IUCN. As consequence, the biodiversity of the Usyurt plateau has entirely changed. The region recorded only 35 species of mammals which are recorded in the Red Book.

Desertification, Salinity, and Land Degradation

The problem of desertification is another big challenge which is caused by change in water gracefully states of the region and drying of Aral Sea Region. Desertification refers to persistent deterioration process occurring in condition enhanced by a drop in the biologic creation, salinization, improvement of disintegration and other negative results which legitimately impact the living determiners of the populace and working when all is said in done of the economy of the district.

The dynamic impact of human movement on condition is frequently one of the significant reasons for its event and it irritates this procedure. The issue of social advancement winning in the area must be featured in the total of issues. The drinking water issue stays one of the gravest social issues as there is decreased gracefully of value water to country populace. There has been a drop in the expectations for everyday comforts of populace during the change time frame. In any case, it got increased because of the effect of the breaking down condition in the Aral Sea emergency due to previously mentioned reasons. After Karakum and Kyzyl-Kum desert possesses a huge spread of the Syr Darya and Amu and it is second desert in the zone in Central Asia. The area of Karakalpak and Kyzyl-Kum is one among the significant pasturelands of far off field creature cultivation. Dreary yet consistent sandy domains at some point reach out to a few kilometers and at some point edge like sand ridges. The environment developed in the region demands a significant change in the policies and strategies related to socio-economic development.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Since 1960, the Aral has gone through quick parching and salinization, overwhelmingly the aftereffect of unreasonable development of water system that evaporated its two feeder waterways the Amu Darya and Syr Darya and seriously harmed their deltas. The parching of the Aral Sea has had extreme negative effects, including, among others, the downfall of business fishing, annihilation of the flower and faunal biodiversity of the local environments of the Syr and Amu deltas, and expanded recurrence and quality of salt/dust storms. Be that as it may, endeavors have been and are being made to incompletely reestablish the ocean’s hydrology alongside its biodiversity, and financial worth. The northern aspect of the Aral has been isolated from the southern part by a barrier and dam, prompting a level ascent and lower saltiness. This permitted local fishes to get back from the streams and revived the fishing business. Incomplete safeguarding of the Western Basin of the southern Aral Sea might be conceivable, however these plans need a lot further ecological and financial investigation. This paper, predominantly using hydrologic and other information as contribution to spreadsheet (Microsoft Excel)- based hydrologic and saltiness models, analyzes the ebb and flow endeavors to reestablish the Aral and takes a gander at a few future situations of the Sea. It likewise outlines the most significant exercises of the Aral Sea’s drying.

CONCLUSION

Water is very important resource for Human development not only in Central Asia Aral Sea basin also in all worlds. There is a strong relationship between the environmental disaster and human health outcome in the Aral Sea Basin, which has to be addressed all at the same time. Aral Sea crisis is really a complicated issues which directly and indirectly affected to Central Asia’s people health, economic, environmental and security prospects, regional and international aspects also. As new interests and capabilities solidified the international community and the Central Asian states were able to re-examine the scope and form of the existing institutions created to foster interstate cooperation. However, in order to repair the environmental crisis in the Aral basin, the Central Asian leaders needed to address the long-term consequences of maintaining cotton monoculture. Yet the short-term interests to maintain cotton monoculture precluded placing negotiating set three on the bargaining table even though this would have had a greater chance in mitigating the environmental crisis in the Aral Sea basin. In the immediate term, the Focal Asian pioneers couldn’t pay the residential expenses of natural insurance since this would have promised a lofty decrease in unfamiliar income from cotton deals. In this manner, the Central Asian pioneers kept on giving up the "recovery" of the Aral Sea for cotton creation. Shockingly, the worldwide network sponsored these systems since they likewise favored social and political security to pressing together an elective exchange set that could sabotage the pioneers hang on power.

Contamination through agrochemical inputs has caused a significant issue particularly in the waste took care of water bodies, where a large portion of the fish are pronounced unsatisfactory for human utilization. The lakes dependent on getting waste waters are likewise experiencing a procedure of continuous increment in water saltiness, which in the end makes the earth unacceptable for the extraordinary larger part of freshwater fish species. The eventual fate of the fishery in the lower Amu-Darya relies much upon taking care of the issue of the Aral Sea and its catchment regions. Just usage of water asset recovery program could prompt the restoration of fish stocks and fisheries.
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